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No  SOONER  have  we emerged from the  plethora  of celebrations surrounding the
five hundredth  anniversary of the accession, reign and  death  of  Richard  111  than
the  nine  hundredth  anniversary of  another  allegedly arch'e-typal medieval villaifi
is upon us:  William  Rufus second son of  William  the Conqueror, who
succeeded his  father  as  King William 11 of England in September 1087.  Anyone
interested in the fluctuating reputation of  Richard  I‘ll, moreover, cannot  fail to
be fascinated by that  of his Norman predecessor, since both not 0q received
hostile  treatment in contemporary and near-contemporary narrative sources
but have been frequently portrayed  by later  writers  too as  evil  tyrants who  fully
deserved  to lose  their  thrones. -  -

William Rufus was castigated by Eadmer and the  Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
as  a  wicked ruler who oppressed  both  church and people, while, according to
Dominic Mancini and the second Crowland continuator, Richard III was  a
deeply ambitious and profoundly deceitful man who unjustly deprived his
nephew of the throne and, in the  eyes  of the latter at least, established a
tyrannical regime in England dominated by his unpopular northern connection.
Neither  of  these  Kings, unfortunately, either commissioned or inspired
contemporary chroniclers inclined to bring m a favourable verdict: no secularf
minded writer, with  an eye on political and military acumen  rather' than the
welfare  of the church, was on  hand  to present  a  more  balanced view of Rufus as
a  ruler; no northern-orientated chronicler, who might well have felt  moved  to be
complimedtary, chose to relate the  achieVements  of Richard III or, if he 'did, his
work  has not survived. Worse was to  come  after their  deaths, however, since it
was  clearly not in the  interests  of their  successors  to enhance their reputations:
rather, the contrary was  true, for Henry I  could benefit from emphasising the
tyrannical nature of William  II’s  rule no  less  than  Henry VII could from the
denigration of Richard III. Thus, if the likes of  John  Rous and the author of the
Great Chronicle  of London  powerfully reinforced more nearly contemporary
criticisms  of Richard  III, John  of Worcester, Orderic  Vitalis  and  Henry of
Huntingdon performed a similar disservice for William  Rufus. When  more able
and  sophisticated histbrians, notably Polydore  Vergil  (on Richard) and William
of Malmesbury (on Rufus), no doubt influenced by the sources available to
them, chose  not  only to adopt similar  stances  but also to give such
interpretations  the  stamp of scholarship and authority, the die was even more
firmly cast.

Later  writers  for the most  part either could  not or  would  not  break  the
tradition  of  hostile  treatment of  their  subjects and,  when  major biographies of
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the two  Kings  wqre written in  Victorian  times, both  Edward Freeman (on
Rufus) and James Gairdner (on Richard) further reinforced that tradition  with
a  wealth  of detail. Moreover, although  some  earlier writers  —  such as Sir
George Buck, Horace Walpole and Sharon Turner on Richard, or John Bale
and Sir John Hayward on Rufus — did try to redress the balance of
interpretation, the all-pervasive influence of early twelfth—century clerical
chroniclers (on the latter) and  Tudor  writers (on the former) nevertheless
continued. Even in the twentieth century intemperate verdicts on both rulers
continued to be penned (by A. L.  Poole  on William Rufus, for instance, and
Desmond Seward on Richard 111), although  their  most  recent academic
biographers (Frank Barlow and Charles Ross) present notably better-balanced
accounts giving significantly less weight to hostile tradition.

Dominic Mancini and the second Crowland continuator, as even their
critics admit, are the  best  contemporary narrrative sources we  have  for Richard
III (despite the fact  that  Mancini does not go beyond July 1483  and the
Crowland continuator did not actually put pen to paper until several months
after the  King’s  death).  Both  have  obvious strengths: Mancini was an  astute
Italian commentator, writing very soon after the events he describes, and  free  of
such political restraints as  might  have  inhibited his English contemporaries; the
Crowland continuator was intelligent, a  shrewd political observer, and  a  man
who was notably well-informed on many aspects of Yorkist politics and
government. Their shortcomings are scarcely less  evident  however:  Mancini
may well have known no English, his chronology is not always sound, he
sometimes makes major factual errors, he includes no detailed pen-portrait of
Richard III (unlike Edward IV) perhaps because  he had no opportunity to
observe him closely, he rarely discloses his sources of information and, based in
London as he was in  1482/3, he tends to be  hazy about events and places
outside the  capital; the Crowland continuator.was an elderly cleric by 1486
whose memory may not always  have served  him well, his knowledge of  I483-
1485 seems less sure than for the  14705, and his customary anti-northern stance
may well colour his treatment of the usurpation and reign of Richard 111.  Both
Mancini and the Crowland chronicler, indeed, may well reflect southern,
especially London, opinion, hostile to Richard  III:  certainly, both  are notably
critical of Richard and suggest that, in southern England at least, the King was
disliked and distrusted in his own lifetime as an ambitious, devious and ruthless
politician. Apart from  a  favourable assessment of Richard  III’s  ‘private life and
public activities‘ in the  North  prior to  1483, Mancini  adopts  a firmly
disapproving line on his  behaviour:  in particular, he portrays Richard, in May
and June  1483, as  a  master of dissimulation, motivated by intense ambition and
an ‘insane lust for power‘, ruthlessly removing men (like William Lord
Hastings) who  stood  in his way, and  depriving his nephew of the throne so  that
he  might  take  the crown for himself.  '  The Crowland continuator, too, is very
critical of Richard  III:  even before  1483  he comments adversely on Richard' 5
conduct during the  1482  expedition to Scotland and, although he obviously
regarded the Woodvilles as a pernicious influence In politics, he did not approve
of the execution of Hastings, regarded Richard’s northern connection as alien
and undesirable, and deeply disapproved of his seizure of the throne; his
treatment of the  King’s reign, too, is  generally hostile, not least in his adverse
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comments on Richard’s behaviour in connection with the illness and death of
his wife and his excessive financial exactions.2

Eadmer and the  Anglo-Saxon Chronicle  were even more critical of the
behaviour of William  Rufus.  Eadmer was  3  Canterbury monk who spent many
years of his life as chaplain and secretary to St. Anselm  (who  was appointed Arch-
bishop of Canterbury by William Rufus in  1093  at  a  time when the King was
seriously ill and anticipating death). The fact that his work constitutes perhaps the
only strictly contemporary source for  Rufus’ reign (1087-1100) makes Eadmer
indispensable to the historian; the fact  that  his two great loyalties were to
Canterbury (which suffered badly at the King’s hands) and St. Anselm (who
disapproved of  Rufus  profoundly and became involved in a great quarrel with
him) makes him  a  uniformly hostile witness. Indeed, Eadmer's main purpose in
writing was to  sing the Archbishop’s praises and justify the  stance he  took  against
the King. Aggressively partisan, his  hero  was the battling Archbishop of
Canterbury while his villain, inevitably, had to be the man who for so long cast
himself as principal thorn in St. Anselm’s flesh. Thus,  although  he was clearly in  a
position to  know  about the King and his court, began  making notes for his work
years before  Rufus’ untimely death, and actually penned  his  L1fe  of St.  Anselm
(primarily dealing with the Archbishop’s private life) and his History  of  Recent
Events  in  England  (overwhelmingly concerned with the history of Church] State
relations under William  Rufus  and his successor Henry I) in the years imme-
diately following St. Anselm’s death in  1109,  Eadmer cannot be relied upon as a
source for William  II's  character and behaviour. Eadmer, moreover, is an
altogether more hostile  source  for Rufus than are either Mancini or the Crowland
chronicler for Richard  III, finding no  aspect  of William’s personality worthy of
praise while St.  Anselm’s  behaviour could hardly be faulted. Although on his
accession Rufus promised to ‘maintain justice, mercy and  equity’ throughout the
kingdom, and swore to ‘defend the peace, liberty and security of the churches
against all adversaries’, as soon as he  was:

. . .  firmly established on the  throne  he turned his  back  on his promise and  gave
himself  up to  causes the  very opposite of  this.

Following Archbishop Lanfranc’s death in  [089  he not  only  took  Canterbury into
his own  hands  and mulcted it  thoroughly, but  lamentably oppressed the church
generally. The situation became  even worse after St.  Anselm’s  appointment in 1093
when  there  ensued.

. . .  such  devasting misery and  such miserable devastation  throughout  the  whole
kingdom  that  anyone who  remembers  it  cannot, I  think, remember ever  before  to
have seen  its like in  England.  Every evil  deed which the  king had  done  before his
illness  seemed  good compared with  the  evils  which  he did  when  restored  to
health  .  . .

Aided and  abetted  by Ranulf Flambard, a man  ‘full  of insolence and self
importance’, his actions, especially regarding the church, became ever more
despicable until at last ‘by the just judgement of God he was stricken down and
slain’.  Rufus’ court and personal life came in for similar condemnation not least
smce:

. . .  it was the  fashion  for all the  young men of the  court  to  grow their hair long like
girls; then, with  locks  well-combed, glancing about them  and  winking in  ungodly
fashion, they would  daily walk abroad  with  delicate steps and  mincing gait.
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Indeed, St. Anselm himself was specifically moved to speak out against  the:

. .  .  most  shameful crime  of  sodomy .  .  .  lately spread abroad in  this  land (which) has
already borne fruit  all too  abundantly and has  with  its  abomination  defiled many.3

Profanity, irreligion, sodomy, greed, corruption, tyranny:  the list of Rufus'
scandalous behaviour and evil actions seems endless as the pages of  Eadmer’s
History are turned. Since there are  strong criticisms as well in the  Life  of St.
Anselm,  much  better  known to later medieval writers, Eadmer  must clearly bear
prime responsibility for the continuing denigration of William Rufus
thereafter:4 morevoer, unlike Mancini (whose manuscript  soon  disappeared
from view and was not rediscovered until the  early 19305), Eadmer’s work not
only influenced the next generation of clerical chroniclers but  also  historians for
centuries.

The only other  narrative source  touching on William  Rufus  that  has any
claim to be contemporary is the  Anglo-Saxon  Chronicle.  The version we have
(‘E’) was actually put together at Peterborough  circa  1121:  however, it is clearly
based on an earlier manuscript (now lost), written in southern England
(probably at Canterbury) by a well-informed if hostile author who  could  well
have  been  a  contemporary of Rufus. Broader in  scope than  Eadmer's account,
and independent of it, the  Anglo-Saxon Chronicle  assesses  (albeit  rather
succinctly) the  King’s  secular as well as ecclesiastical policies and is particularly
critical of his inexorable and wide-ranging financial  exactions. The author's
assessment of Rufus, in an entry for the year 1100 (when the King was killed),
speaks for itself:

He was  very strong and  fierce  to his  country and his men and to all his  neighbours,
and  very terrible.  And because of the  counsels  of  wicked men, which  was  always
agreeable  to  him, and because of his avarice, he was  always  harassing this  nation
with military service and  excessive taxes, so  that  in his days all  justice  was in
abeyance, and all injustice  arose both  in  ecclesiastical and  secular matters.  He  kept
down God's Church, and all the  bishoprics and  abbacies whose incumbents  died in
his  days  he  sold  for  money or  kept  in his own  hands  and let out for  rent,  because
he  intended  to be the  heir  of  everyone, cleric  and  lay,  and so on the day he  died  he
had in his own  hands  the  archbishopric  of  Canterbury and the  bishopric  of
Winchester  and  that  of  Salisbury,  and  eleven  abbacies  all let out for  rent  . . . All
that  was  hateful  to God and  just  men was  customary in  this country  in his  time:
and  therefore  he was  hateful  to  nearly all his  people,  and  odious  to  God, just  as his
end  showed  . .  .  5

During the  reigns  of the first two  Tudor  Kings, although  neither Henry VII
or  Henry VIII  seem to  have  had  a  deliberate policy of  mounting a full-scale
propaganda campaign against Richard III designed to blacken his name,  there
did develop a powerful tradition of the  Tudor  dynasty as the saviour of England
from the  chaos  and confusion of the Wars of the  Roses.  1485  did tend to be
portrayed, by Polydore  Vergil, Edward Hall and  their  successors, as a turning-
point in English history, with  Henry VII  cast  as the  inaugurator  of  a  ‘brave new
world’ and Richard 111, as  Henry’s  immediate predecessor and the King whom
he defeated at the battle of Bosworth, the victim of ever-increasing denigration.
Following William  Rufus‘ death in  1100  and the accession of his brother as
Henry I, early twelfth-century chroniclers  — perhaps  inspired  by the  King
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himself — seem to  have  deliberately fostered  the notion of Rufus as  a  tyrant and
contrasted him with his successor (although Henry 1. in  fact,  despite a
coronation charter promising to repudiate many of his  brother‘s  policies,
actually built on them).

Although John Rous penned two dramatically different portraits of
Richard 111 (one before and one soon after 1485), it is the later version of
Richard as the unnatural product of two years in his mother’s womb ‘emerging
with  teeth  and hair to his _shoulders’, a man who  ‘like a  scorpion combined'a
smooth front with  a  stinging tail’ and ruled‘ in the way that Antichrist is to
reign, which was to set the pattern for the future.6 London chronicles  put-
together in early Tudor times, too, frequently criticise Richard III and seem
only too willing to take on board rumours circulating about his evil deeds: the
Great  Chronicle  of London,  for instance, concluded  that  the King died ‘with
dyshonour as he that  sowgth  it’ and as  a  result ‘now his fame is  dyrkid  and
dyshonowrid‘.7 And sources such as these on Richard III obviously have  at least
something' m  common  with John of Worcester, Orderic  Vitalis  and Henry of
Huntingdon on William Rufus. .

Probably the earliest of the second generation of monastic accounts
covering William 11’ s  reign was that compiled by John  of Worcester. perhaps
writing in the early 11205, he drew on the  work  of  Florence  (another  Worcester
monk  who  my well  have  been compiling information during Rufus’ reign), a
now  lost  version of the  Anglo- Saxon  Chronicle,  and maybe Eadmer as well.
Worcester was very much  a centre  of historical writing in the Anglo- -Saxon
tradition and  felt  it had been hard hit by the Norman  kings,  and these
regrettably rather unintelligent semi-annals are certainly pro-English:
contrasting William  Rufus  unfavourably with his  Anglo-Saxon  predecessors
who had endowed the church (whereas he had robbed it), the Worcester
chronicle  took  on board the notion  that  William was rightly regarded as an
enemy of God and man, while at the  same  time allowing that  he had at' least
shown  ‘undaunted valour’ in crushing a major rebellion in 1088.8 More
important perhaps, and certainly more influential, is The  Ecclesiastical  History

-  of Orderic Vitalis.  Orderic, born in England but taken as a child to Normandy
to become  a  monk at St. Evroul, is  a  true Anglo-Norman historian, writing
about the Norman kings during the later part of Henry l's  reign  yet seeing
himself as very much  in the Anglo-Saxon tradition and clearly sympathetic
towards  the English. Much of his discussion of William Rufus and his court is
largely derivative (he knew Eadmer’ 5Life  of St.  Anselm  and perhaps drew on
William of Malmesbury too) and, although he  stressed the King’s positive as
well as negative qualities as a soldier, he was deeply critical of him as  a  haughty,
grasping, shameless and lascivious man who oppressed the church and set an-
appalling example of immorality to his subjects. After saddling William for all
time  with  the nickname Rufus (the Red), and launching a  vigorous broadside
against Ranulf Flambard as an ambitious parvenu responsible for some of the
worst  excesses of royal government, he reserved his most scathing criticisms for
the parasites, effeminates and foul catamites who dominated the court.9 Henry
of  Huntingdon, writing 'about the same time as Orderic and  probably no less
derivative, was  a  secular clerk who  took  on board much of the now traditional
condemnation of William  Rufus:
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. .  .  he was  savage  beyond  all  men, and by the  advice  of  evil counsellors, and  such
he  always  chose,  he was false to his  subjects, and  worse  to  himself;  he  ruined  his
neighbours  by extortions, and his own  people  by continual  levies for his  armies,
and  endless  fines  and  exactions.  England  could  not  breath under  the  burdens laid
upon  it. For the  king’s ministers  seized on and  subverted  everything . .  . Whatever“
wickedness  existed  before was now  brought  to the  highest  pitch; whatever  had no
existence  before sprang up in  these  times.'0

Not too many years  'after their deaths  both  William 11 and Richard III
attracted  the attention of historians of real quality: William of Malmesbury and
Polydore  Vergil.  They provided  a  depth of coverage and respectability of
learning for already current  views  9f Rufus and Richard  which were  not  there
before, and  their  influence  on future generations of historians was  profound.
Polydore Vergil, a fully-fledged Renaissance  historian’ much influenced by his
classical  studies, con‘sulted  many men who could  remember  well  back  into  the
Yorkist period, showed  himself  nicely aware of the existence of conflicting
interpretations, genuinely attempted to distinguish fact  from  fiction, and  firmly
sought to establish the relationship between cause and effect.  Additionally.  he
had  access to  a  considerable  range  of written materials  (including one or  more
London  chronicles and, perhaps, the  text  of the  second Crowland  continuator).
Although  no official  hack  and prepared to  admit  that  Richard  [II had  some
good qualities (notably courage), he did, however, incline  to  interpret  English
history in favour of the  Tudors.  As soon as he heard of  Edwards  lV’s  death,
Vergil  tells us, Richard  ‘began to be kyndlyd with an  ardent  desyre of
soveraigntie’ and determined thereafter to  accomplish ‘his  purposyd  spytefull
practyée  by subtyltie and  sleight‘; subsequently, ‘being blinde  with  covetousness
of  raigning whom  no fowle fact  could  now  hold  bak,‘ he  seized  the  throne
‘without  assent  of the commonaltie’ and did so ‘contrary to the law of God and
man’; and at the finish, rightly in  Vergil’s  view, God gave victory at  Bosworlh  to
Henry Vll.ll William  of Malmesbury, like  Vergil, was influenced by classical
authors  (notably Suetonius), proved  a  conscientious and industrious researcher,
and demonstrated  both  his  political  acumen and  analytical  mind  in the  Deeds  of
the  Kings ofthe English  (probably originally written in the  late I  1205,  although
significantly revised  later  when  some of his earlier  criticisms  of  William  Rufus
were  modified). Since his major sources of  information  included  the  Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle,  Eadmer’s  History of Recent Events  in  England  and  John  of
Worcester, it is not surprising that  he should  have been influenced  by their
interpretations  of William [1: his own account'of the King,  however, is  both
more  learned  and  better  balanced. He even  included  a  nicely-phrased
description  of Rufus:

...well-built;  his  complexion  florid,  his  hair  yellow;  of  open  countenance:
different-coloured  eyes, varying with  certain glittering specks;  of  astonishing
strength, though  not  very tall,  and his  belly rather  projecting;  of no  eloquence,  but
remarkable  for a  hesitation  of  speech,  especially when  angry. ‘

On the  positive side,  William  of  Malmesbury tells  us  that  the King was  prudent,
honoured  the memory of his  father,  could  sometimes (if not always) act decisively,
and had  a  flair for martial  exploits  in  which  he frequently displayed  both personal
courage and magnanimity.  Unfortunately,  these  qualities were  entirely
overshadowed by his manifold personal shortcomings and  reckless  if not
tyrannical behaviour: ‘
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Greatness of  soul  was pre-eminent in the  king, which, in the  process  of time, be
obscured  by excessive severity; vices, indeed, in place of  virtues, so  insensibly crept
into  his  bosom, that  he  could  not distinguish  them  . . .  (In) his later years, the
desire after  good grew cold, and the  crop of  evil  increased to ripeness: his liberality
became  prodigality; his  magnanimity pride; his austerity cruelty .  . . (He) feared
God but  little, man not at  all, (and) was too  much  given to greed and to
cruelty .  .  .  He was a man  much  to be pitied by the clergy for  throwing away a  soul
which  they could not save. He earned the love of  hired soldiers  for he was lavish  m
gifts  to them. But by the  common  people  he is not to be mourned  becaused  he
allowed  them  to be plundered. '2

Not all contemporary and near-contemporary sources we_re hostile to
Richard  III, and William Rufus, too, had the occasional defender.  Thomas
Langton  Bishop of St.  David’s  declared early in Richard’s reign that he ‘never
liked the qualities of any prince as well as his: God has sent him to us for the
welfare of us all’; Archibald  Whitelaw in  1484  remarked that never had so much
spirit reigned in so small  a  body; and, the day after  Bosworth, it was put on

-  record in York that the King had been ‘pitiously slane and murderd to the grete
hevyness of this Citie’.” Nor did the  monks  of Battle Abbey, at  least, share the
hostility of other ecclesiastical chroniclers for William Rufus, choosing to
remember him  rather  as  a  benefactor." In  1099 Hugh  Archbishop of Lyons
regarded him as  ‘the most  victorious king of the English . .  .  the conqueror of
the nations’.‘5 Abbot Suger of St. Denis, chief minister and biographer of the
French King Louis V1, writing about 1140, although  remarking that  Rufus was
‘grecdy for  glory‘, an ‘intolerable oppressor of the poor and  a  cruel taskmaster
of churches’, nevertheless recognised his skill as  a knight  and dubbed him ‘the
great King William’.'6 Among twelfth-century commentators, however, only
Geoffrey Gaimar, an Anglo-Norman romantic versifier writing about the same
time as Suger, can be described as  enthusiastic  in praise of the  King.  For
Gaimar, he was ‘a wise and courteous  man‘ and  a ‘noble king’ who  ‘with  great
splendour held his kingdom in honour’. Indeed, declared Gaimar:

Never was  a king so  well loved,
Nor  honoured  by his  folk  .  . .
(He) reigned  for a  long time
And pacified the  country well,
And kept  such justice  and  right,
That  no  inhabitant  lost  anything through wrong .  .  .
On  account  of his  great nobleness
All his neighbours were  subject  to  him.”

As the Tudor period unfolded so did the evil reputation of Richard III
solidify in the  pages, successively, of Sir Thomas More, Edward Hall and
Raphael Holinshed  until, finally, it was immortalised in Shakespeare’s splendid
play. Later medieval writers either showed no interest in William Rufus or
similarly latched on to tradition The  Brut,  for instance, claimed that:

.  the lenger  that  he  leved  the  more  wikkede  he bicome  bothe  to God and to  holy
cherche  and to  alle  his  men.”

Paradoxically, the  only significant endeavour before 'the twentieth- century
to portrpy Rufus as an effective political and military leader began at a time
when Rlchard  III’s  reputation was plunging in the narratives of hostile Tudor
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historians. Indeed Holinshed, so critical of Richard, clearly admired  what he
saw as the anti-Papal stance of  William  I]. The King's rising reputation in the
sixteenth century resulted  primarily from  a growing interest in secular politics
and increasingly critical  treatment  of the  medieval  church in the context of the
English  Reformation.  John Bale in  1551, for instance, not only praised Rufus
(despite all his  faults) as a ‘gentyll  king‘ but  also condemned  St. Anselm for
opposing him; as.for  the  strictures  of ecclesiastical  chroniclers  on the King.
‘their legendes of abhomynable lyes' must  be firmly rejected. In 1611 John
Speed concluded  that Rufus  had been right to resist excessive Papal and clerical
pretensions and that monkish writers who  ‘ever  blotted his faire name' should
be  discounted, while Sir John Hayward penned a strikingly sympathetic
account of the second Norman King in l6l3:  ' -

.  . . I  cannot conceive  that this king was so  bould. so careless. so  shameless in
vices. as  many writers  doe  report.  It is certain  that  he  doubted  of  some  points of
Religion (and) that out of policie in State he  endeavored  to abate the  tumurous
greatnes of the Clergie of that time  . . .  These were causes sufficient  for  writers  of
his time (who  were  for the  most part  clergie-men) to enlarge his  vices  beyond the
truth, to surmise many vices untruely,'to wrest  his  true' venues  to be  vices  . . .

In fact, declared Hayward, ‘the generall reputation of his valour and celeritie
made him  esteemed as one of the  best  Chieftaines in his  time'.” By the  mid-
eighteenth century, however, confidence in monastic chroniclers had once  more
begun to revive and the  King's  reputation to  sink.  David  Hume  in 1762, for
instance, concluded  that  although chronicle accounts of his vices are  somewhat
exaggerated:  . ' . '

. .  .  his. conduct  affords  little  reason  for contradicting the  character they have
assigned him. or for attributing to him  very estimable  qfialilies.'

Rather, he was  indeed  ‘a violent and tyrannical px-ince‘.20 Rufus was eve'n more
firmly back among the villains in the early nineteenth-century History of
England  by the  Roman  Catholic John Lingard, as an  ambitious, extravagant
monarch  who was  prepared  to  resort  to 'any expedient  however  base or  unjust
(it) it  served  to replenish his  coffers' and  whose  morals  were  no  less
reprehensible than the rapacity and  despotism  bf his government." Meanwhile
Rnchard lll's  monstrous portrayaLin Tudor histories  had, in turn, begun to be

.  called  into question, most  notably by Sir George  Buck  in  the  early seventeenth
century who not only praised  the  King's  courage, fortitude, magnanimity,
justice and piety but  also  pointed out that even ‘his  adversaries  and
calumniators  confess that  he was a very wise and a  prudent  and  politic  and an
heroical prince‘.22 Horace Walpole‘s  classic defence  of Richard III  appeared  in
1767, while  both  Sharon  Turner  (in a scholarly mould) and Caroline Halsted
(much more  Romantically) continued  the  process of revision and rehabilitation
in the early nineteenth  century.21

--Victorian  historians, while rightly praised for frequently setting new high
standards of  scholarship and research, nevertheless tended  to be critical of  both
William [I and Richard III primarily on the basis of contemporary and near-
contemporary narratives: on moral grounds  Rufus deserved  condemnation as a
man who  combined  cruelty, ruthlessness. irreligion'and  sexual  immorality,
while Richard was  prone  to be portrayed as the arche-typal wicked uncle who
mercilessly removed (by murder  if  necessary) rivals or  opponents  who  stood
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between him and the  throne; on political and constitutional grounds,  moreover,
neither  King could be acquitted of the  deeply repugnant charge of tyranny. J. R.
Green, for instance, in his  hugely successful  Short History of the  English People
(first published in 1874), pictured Richard III as ambitious, ruthless, pitiless
and, when  he deemed it necessary, prepared to throw off any pretence'of
constitutional rule.  As for William Rufus, although ‘little inferior to his.father-‘
as  a  soldier and possessing ‘much of his father‘s  energy', he was precisely the  sort
of  king whom ‘the  people‘ had just  cause  to  resent:  he had  none  of the
Conqueror‘s ‘moral grandeur‘, his ‘profligacy and extravagance  soon exhausted
the  royal  hoard’, and even the ‘meek and  loving temper' of St. Anselm ‘rose into
firmness and grandeur when it fronted the tyranny of the  King’." Bishop
William Stubbs certainly adopted  a  tone  of deep disapproval in his
Constitutional History of England.  Richard, he allowed, was a man of great
ability, popular  in the  North  prior to his accession, brave, resolute, clear-sighted
and often badly served  by hostile sources: yet he was also cunning,
unscrupulous, ‘amenable t'o no  instincts  of  mercy or kindness’, and never  ‘rid
himself  of the entanglements under  which  he began to reign‘ or ‘cleared his
conscience from the strain  which  his usurpation and its accompanying cruelties
brought  upon him‘.  For  William  Rufus, ‘although an able soldier and not
deficient in  political  craft', Stubbs  had no sympathy whatsoever  since  he:

.earned  the  detestation  of all  classes  of his  subjects... Unrestrained  by
religion, by principle.  or by policy. with  no  family interests  to  limit  his  greed,
extravagance, or  hatred  of his  kind, a foul incarnation  of  selfishness in its  mo'st
abhorrent  form  the  enemy of God and  man, William Rufus  gave to  England  and
Christendom  a  pattern  of  absolutism (and) burdened  the  throne  and  nation  for
twelve  long years  of  misery.  25

Both  William  Rufus and  R_ichard  III were the subjects of  major  scholarly
biographies In  late Victorian  times.  James  Gairdner  published  his  History of the
Life  and  Reign  of Richard  the  Third  m  1878  while  Edward  Freeman ’5 massive
two- volume study of  William  Rufus appeared in  [882.  Gairdner emerged from
his  very extensive researches convinced of  ‘the general  fidelity of the  portrait  (of
Richard  III) with  which  we  have  been made familiar by Shakespeare  and Sir
Thomas  More’: Richard even  if not an out- and- out monster, certainly was  a
profoundly self-interested, dissimulating and  ruthless  villain. The ‘scantiness of
contemporary evidences and the  prejudices  of  original  authorities‘. Gairdner
declared:

.

.  can  hardly be expected to  weaken  the  convi_ction  —  derived from  Shakespeare
and  tradition  as  much  as  from  anything else  —  that  Richard  was  indeed  cruel  and
unnatural  beyond  the  ordinary measure even  of  those  violent and  ferocious
times.“

Edward  Freeman’s  investigations into thé life and  ’times  of  William  Rufus
convinced  him, too, of the  general  veracity of contemporary and near-
contemporary narratives  for the second Norman  King.  Freeman’s Rufus was
certainly a  man of  ability, ‘a  warlike  and  chivalrous  king' who had  a  strong
personality and great self-confidence.‘No  prince  ‘cver  made a  deeper  personal
impression  on the  minds  of the men of his own age’, but nor was any king ‘ever
hated  as  William  Rufus-lived  to be  hated’.  What particularly damned him in
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Freeman’s eyes was his indulgence in ‘the foulest forms of vice', for the  king and
his immediate company practised perversions  which  were:

.  .  .  literally the  works  of  darkness, works  which  even  his own  more outspoken  age
shrank  from  dwelling on in  detail  .  .  .  The  courtiers  and  minions  of
Rufus  .  .  .  altogether  forsook  the law of God and the  customs of  their fathers.  The
day they passed in  sleep;  the  night  in  revellings, dicing and  vain talk. Vices  before
unknown, the  vices  of the  East. the  special  sin, as  Englishmen  then  deemed, of the
Norman, were  rife amongst  them.  And  deepest  of all in  guilt  was the Red  King
himself.

Only marginally less reprehenéible  than  his iregular sex life was his contemptuous
and cynical treatment of the church and its ministers:

We  have  had  evil kings  before  and after  him; but we  have  had  none other  who
openly chose  evil  to be his  good,  none other  who  declared  himself in  plain  words
to be the  personal  enemy of the Almighty.

And the final nail in the coffin of William Rufus’ reputation, as far as Freeman was
concerned, was the tyrannical nature of his rule:

No  reign  ever  began with brighter  promises  .  . . No  reign  ever  became
blacker  . .  .  No  other king more  utterly and  shamefully broke  the  promises  of
good government  by which  he had  gained  the  crown  .  .  . His  (is) a reign  of  general
wrong-doing, a  reign  of  oppression which regarded  no  distinctions  of  race,  rank  or
order  .  .  . 27

Critical, even  intemperate, verdicts on  both  Richard  111 and William Rufus
have  continued to be returned in the twentieth  century.  Most strikingly, as far as
Richard is concerned, Desmond  Seward published in  1983  what  he himself
described as ‘the  most  hostile life of Richard 111 to appear for  over  a century’.  In
Seward‘s  view, the  King:

.  . .  possessed the  qualities  of an  Italian tyrant.  He was the  most  terrifying man
ever  to  occupy the  English throne  .  .  .  His  short  life  was  filled  by intrigue  and
slaughter  .  .  .

And, although ‘certainly not a monster’, Richard III was ‘a peculiarly grim
young English precursor of  Machiavelli’s  prince’,28 Critics of William II in
recent  times have  included G. O.  Sayles  who adopted  a  high moral tone  worthy
of the  Victorians  in  1948  when  condemning the ‘viciousness of  Rufus’ private
life  and  that  of his  court’, the  ‘insatiable  greed’ which  ‘led  him to destroy the
Church‘s work‘, and the  ‘reign  of  terror’ by which  he ruled; Sidney Painter  who
concluded in  1953  that the  King was ‘a  thoroughly unpleasant person’; and A.
L.  Poole  who declared in [951 that  William  Rufus was:

.  .  .  a cynical,  vain.  capricious, ill-tempered  man.  He was  blasphemous  and
scoffed at  religion.  The  money he  extorted  from  his  subjects  he  squandered  on a
mercenary army and  a licenlious court.  The effeminate  character  of his  court, the
absence  of any mention  of  paramours  or  bastards. the  horror  and  reticence  of the
chroniclcrs  regarding his  personal conduct make  it  tolerably certain  that  he
indulged  in  unnatural vice.  From  the  moral  standpoint  he was  probably the  worst
king that  has  occupied  the  throne  of England.”

Dzimning twentieth-century verdicts  on Richard III  can, of course, be
countered  by many defences. Some  border  on the fanatical, most  notably Sir
Clements  Markham’s  colourful  biography of 1906  where  the  real  Richard,
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properly rescued  from ‘the  accumulated garbage and filth of centuries of
calumny‘, turns  out to be one of the  best  kings  England  has  ever  had.Jo
Favourable  too, although  both more  scholarly and  better  researched, was Paul
Murray Kendall‘s  popular biography of  1955.“ Even Charles Ross‘s frequently
critical biography of 1981  nevertheless firmly rejects  the  monster  and villain of
tradition.  Richard III, concludes  Ross, has been:

.  .  .  the  most  persistently vilified of all English kings  .  .  .  Because the  more hostile
of the  Tudor  writers. and  Shakespeare. chose to  select  Richard as an  object-lesson
in villainy and tyranny is not good  reason  to  view  him in isolation  from  the
conditions  in which he  lived.  No one familiar with the  careers of King Louis  XI of
France  .  .  .  or  Henry VIII of  England  .  .  .  would  wish to cast any special  slur  on
Richard. still  less to  select him as the  exemplar of a tyrant32

William  Rufus  will  probably never attract  either the attention or the degree
of  determined  revisionism  accorded  to Richard  III:  indeed, the sheer  sparseness
of surviving records must for  ever prevent the kind of detailed investigation into
politics, patronage and royal government in the  later  eleventh  century that has
recently marked  the fifteenth-century scholarly scene. Yet William H‘s
reputation  has  been much improved  during the  last  decade or so by the  work  of
historians such  as  Emma  Mason, Thomas  Callahan and the  King‘s modern
biographer  Frank  Barlow:u In particular. there  has  been  growing emphasis  on
his  positive rather  than negative qualities, his aptitude for  rule  and his
effectiveness  both  on the political  front  and in the  field.  Clearly, Rufus was  very
much  a soldier-king who spent a good deal of his life in the  saddle: as  such, he
was  a  man of honour, chivalric, generous to his knights, courageous and
shrewd, not significantly different  in  mo'st respects from his father William the
Conqueror  or brother  Henry I. No one can  know  for certain  whether  he was
indeed  homosexual:  the balance of likelihood is that he did  prefer  the company
of men in the  bedchamber  no  less  than on the battlefield but his mihtary
companions  (unlike hostile clerical commentators) probably took such
proclivities in their stride. As for religion, 9.  blasphemer  he probably was but
niether  an  atheist  nor an agnostic, and Emma Mason, for  one. finds ‘much  to
be said in  favour  of William  Il‘s  policy, modelled  on that of his father, of
keeping tight control of the clergy‘ and resisting the new-{angled ecclesiastical
demands of St. Anselm.J4 Certainly. to  dwell  unduly on the  King's  personal
morals or alleged lack of religion is to  miss  the real achievements of the  reign.

As a man William  Rufus  may well  have  had unattractive  traits. not least an
avaricious  nature (which, incidentally, he  shared  with both his  precedessor and
successor): as a  king he was clearly well-fitted  for rule in a  brutal  and  unstable
age: in fact, he  consolidated  his  father‘s work  in a  variety” of  spheres just  as  '
Richard  Ill  continued  many of the policies of  Edward W.  He dealt firmly with
baronial opposition  in  l088  and  l095  as well as taking measures to put down
private warfare.  He  extended  and strengthened the frontiers of England: in
particular. he campaigned with  success in the  Welsh Marches  and  established a
stable  northern  frontier against  Scotland.  He  recovered  Normandy from  his
ineffectual  brother Robert Curthose  and  proceeded  to set up a  sound
administration  there.  In England, too, his achievement in the  sphere  of
government was  notable.  Royal justice  expandedjhanks  to itinerant  jusgices
and the use of shire courts, and the  foundations  of the twelfth-century legal
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system  were  laid. Simultaneously, there evolved  an increasingly sophisticated
financial organisation, rightly associated with the name of Ranulf  Flambard.  As
for the  ferocious  critiusms  of Flambard in the  chronicles, they actually
constitute  clear evidence  of his  effectiveness  in advancing royal  interests.
Moreover, he is simply the  best known  of a whole  breed  of increasingly
professional  administrators.  Even  in his treatment of the church, historians are
now inclined to argue, Rufus  was not being tyrannical: rather, he was
legitimately defending monarchical authority against an  ever more  aggressive
and powerful ecclesiastical  establishment.  All in  all, we are now  presented with
a ruler who not  only consolidated the  work  of his mighty predecessor but also
made an important individual contribution of his  own:  the English monarchy in
1100  was  significantly more  powerful  than  it had been in 1087 and much that is
often  credited  to  Henry 1  was in fact  pioneered  by his  elder  brother.”

Neither  William 11 nor Richard 111 left  sons  to  carry on their  line  and,
perhaps, preserve their  reputations;  worse  still,  both met violent  ends  (although
in  very different  circumstances) and the  manner  of  their deaths came  to be
regarded almost as an  epitaph  for their  lives.  Thus, although the Crowland
chronicler  believed  Richard  III  died  on the  field  of  battle  ‘like  a  spirited  and
most  courageous  prince‘, nevertheless  he  welcomed Henry VII as:

.  .  .  an angel  sent  from  heaven  through whom God  deign'ed to visit his  people  and  '
to  free them from  the  evils  which had hitherto afflicted  them beyond measure.

Similarly, Polydore  Vergil  regarded  the defeat and de th of Richard as nothing' '
less  than divine retribution on a  malevolent  tyrant.3 William Rufus  met his
sudden death  while  hunting in the New  Forest  on 2 August  1100, pierced  through
the  chest  by what  might  have been an assassin’s arrow but was much more
probably the stray shaft of a careless  companion.” Eadmer  declared that he
had been ‘stricken down and slain' by the  ‘just  judgement of  God‘;  the  Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle  asserted that  he  ‘departed  in the  midst  of his  injustice  without
repentance  and any reparation'; and Henry of  Huntingdon,  in  similar  vein,
concluded that  the  King ‘was  rightly cut off in the  midst  of his  injustice‘.“
Clearly, then, for chroniclers  separated  in  time  by some  four  centuries,  God's
punishment  on  evil  men and  tyrannical rulers  — even  if  they were  neither  evil
nor  tyrannical  in fact  — could  hardly have  been  more  satisfactory or  decisive!
Historians, no  longer prepared  so naively to  detect  the hand of the Almighty at
work, now know better.
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